MAGNETS… Make money…

CREATE NEW PRODUCTS THAT WILL ATTRACT CUSTOMERS AND BROADEN SALES OPPORTUNITIES. We are Magnum Magnetics and flexible magnets are our business. Located in Ohio, we’ve been in business for over 15 years. We operate two state-of-the-art facilities and we mix all materials in-house to produce our high quality, true flexible magnets so we know what’s in them and we can customize our flexible magnetic material economically and efficiently to suit our customers’ needs. Custom capabilities include die cuts, perforation, sheet sizes, roll widths and lengths, and printable laminates. Our magnets conform to Toy Safety Standards for heavy metals content and all of our magnets are American made. Call us today to learn more.

PRODUCE PRINTED MAGNETS ON YOUR EQUIPMENT! A lot of printers think they need specialized equipment to produce printed flexible magnets. That simply isn’t true. The fact is, you can produce printed flexible magnets on the printing equipment that you already have. If you print offset, digital, flexo, screen or even inkjet, you can easily produce printed flexible magnets and we can help. We offer both magnetized and un-magnetized flexible materials to suit your needs depending upon what equipment you have as well as post-printing magnetization options. By producing printed flexible magnets, you can expand your product offering and increase your revenues. Give us a call at 1-800-258-0991.
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Be inspired to create magnets with ANY printing press!

FLEXO PRINTING
PRINT... We offer thin mil MessageMag™ flexible magnet with laminates that work well with flexo printing presses. Regardless of the type of ink you use, we can provide a magnet for your application. We offer MessageMag™ magnet in a variety of roll widths and lengths to meet your specific material needs. Our magnetization pattern is specifically designed to work with flexo presses.

SCREENPRINTING
PRINT... Magnetic sheets or rolls available with a variety of vinyl laminates suitable for most solvent and UV inks. Whatever your application, car signage or advertising, we have many options available for you. Many different sheet sizes and thicknesses are available as well as various roll widths and lengths. Let us know your needs and we can customize a product just for you.

DIGITAL PRINTING
PRINT... directly to flexible magnet using your digital press. Whether you have an HP Indigo or Xerox® iGen, our magnetic sheeting will run on your press. We offer a variety of laminates for both indoor and outdoor applications. Our magnet can also be custom designed for different magnetization strengths and laminate and magnet thicknesses. Whatever your needs, we can offer a digital printing solution.

OFFSET PRINTING
PRINT... Our thin mil MessageMag™ flexible magnetic sheeting is available with a variety of laminate options including paper and vinyl as well as a variety of laminate finishes including matte, semi-gloss and gloss. Our magnet is specially magnetized to work well with offset printing presses yet still offer the permanent magnetic strength you need. MessageMag™ is available in standard sheet sizes but can also be custom manufactured in almost any sheet size you need.

INKJET PRINTING
PRINT... We offer magnetic sheet for wide-format and desktop inkjet printers. Our DigiMag® VINYL magnet comes in a variety of thicknesses for wide-format solvent inkjet printers. Choose from matte and gloss vinyl laminate finishes suitable for outdoor use. Our DigiMag® PAPER is offered for aqueous inkjet wide-format and desktop printers in various thicknesses. The paper laminate suitable for indoor use is offered with a choice of matte and gloss finishes. Both DigiMag® VINYL and DigiMag® PAPER are available in standard and custom roll lengths as well as sheets either standard size or cut to order.